DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION

CLIMATE CHANGE
ACTION PLAN

2009-2012
INCREASE AWARENESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE UNDER BHAGIDARI SCHEME
(Point 60)

- Activities/actions to be undertaken from September 2009 to 14th November 2009 through Vidyalaya Kalyan Samiti/YUVA programme & Eco Clubs in association with Bhagidari Cell.
INCREASE AWARENESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE UNDER BHAGIDARI SCHEME
(Point 60)

No posters/buntings on roads except at designated places, Shut the Tap, Close the Light, No Plastic bags, Pooling of cars, Conserving petrol, Avoid pollution and save money.

Contd...
INCREASE AWARENESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE UNDER BHAGIDARI SCHEME
(Point 60)

- Department is planning Painting/Essay/Debate/Competitions on themes; Promotion of Rain Water Harvesting, Propagation of Solar Energy with the objective of conserving power, Re-cycling of paper and water, Segregation of waste and its management,

Contd...
EDUCATION & TRAINING ON CLIMATE CHANGE (Point 48)

- Action is to be taken in collaboration with Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Climate Change Challenge at Bakoli.

- MGICCCC is to develop modules for providing training to teachers/knowledge of climate change to students.

- Eco Clubs running in the schools will be associated.
GREEN DELHI PROGRAMME IN SCHOOLS BY GROWING VEGETABLES IN SCHOOLS LAND (Point 45).

- Action to be taken in collaboration with Delhi Park and Garden Society (DP&GS). Plan is being formulated by DP&GS.

- Department will complete the identification of schools by 15/09/2009 having enough land for kitchen Garden.

- Plan will be implemented by Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis according to norms/modules developed by DP&GS.
STUDY AND SET UP A SYSTEM FOR REGULATION AND ENERGY BENCH MARKING FOR GOVT. AND OTHER BUILDINGS (Point 26).

- Action to be taken in collaboration with Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Management Centre (EEREMC).
- List of Premises of Schools and other buildings sent to EEREMC.
- EEREMC is preparing plan to create and develop awareness about Energy Efficiency; setting bench marking standards.
ACTION PLAN
CLIMATE CHANGE AGENDA

- Study and set up a system for regulation and energy bench marking for Govt. and other buildings (Point 26).
- Green Delhi in Schools by growing vegetables in Schools land (Point 45).
- Education Training (Point 48).
- Bhagidari to increase awareness of Climate Change issue (Point 60).
- To promote cracker free Diwali amongst children (Point 63).
TO PROMOTE CRACKER FREE DIWALI AMONGST CHILDREN (Point 63)

- Department will launch campaign in all schools to promote Cracker Free Diwali from 1st October 2009 to 15th October 2009.
- Under the Programme, Debate, Essay & Painting Competition on the theme of no crackers on Diwali will be organized.
THANKS